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Pacific Life is one of the most recognizable names in life insurance. The company is 
known for its brand and consistent delivery on its promises for over 150 years. This study shows 
a comprehensive analysis of Pacific Life, including external and internal considerations. Porter’s 
Five Forces and PESTEL will provide a guide to understanding the environment outside of the 
company. A SWOT analysis will provide a better grasp on the company’s current market 
position. The analysis will conclude with an understanding of Pacific Life’s current strategy and 
recommendations for its future success.  
 




Pacific Life Strategic Audit 
Company Overview 
Background 
Pacific Life Insurance Company (“Pacific Life”) is headquartered in Newport Beach, 
California. It is structured as a mutual company, meaning the policyholders are owners of the 
company rather than stockholders. With $150 billion in assets, 3,815 employees, and $725 
million in profits, it is ranked 269 on the Fortune 500 list (Fortune, n.d.). The CEO, Jim Morris, 
has increased Pacific Life’s rank on the list from 420 to 269 during his thirteen-year tenure. The 
company offers more than just term, whole, and universal life insurance. Pacific Life also offers 
a variety of investment products, annuities, and mutual funds to companies and individuals.  
More than its products, the company is known for its powerful brand, which showcases a 
humpback whale. Not only does the whale resemble strength and stability, but it also reminds 
consumers of its unique location by the Pacific Ocean. Further, it has a strategic focus on whale 
preservation, conservation of marine mammals, and improving the health of the oceans. Its core 
values also show its local pride by spelling out PACIFIC: People, Accountability, Customer 
Focus, Integrity, Financial Strength, Innovation, and Community (Pacific Life, n.d. -a). 
Pacific Life does an important service for society that should not be overlooked. Its 
mission statement is “to provide financial security through products and services that stand the 
test of time” (Pacific Life, n.d. -a). It executed on that mission through more than 150 years and 
consistently ranking as one of the top insurance companies by product affordability and financial 
strength. Pacific Life’s vision statement is “to be the company of choice providing financial 
security and well-being through industry-leading innovation” (Pacific Life, n.d. -a).  With that in 
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mind, it has been able to innovate by creating several new products for both individuals and 
businesses. It was the first company to offer several unique features for Indexed Universal Life 
(IUL) products like the performance multiplier, contributing sales high above the industry 
average.   
History 
In 1868, Pacific Life was founded in Sacramento by insurance salesmen Simon Schreiber 
and Josiah Howell as the first insurance company in the West (Pacific Life, n.d. -b). It was 
incorporated by the governor of California, Leland Stanford, the founder of Stanford University. 
Stanford was also the first policyholder and President of the company - on his death, his policy’s 
benefit helped save Stanford University from financial ruin. Leland’s wife claimed “But for that 
money, the doors of Leland Stanford Junior University would have been closed—perhaps 
forever. Who knows?” (Pacific Life, n.d. -b). Since 1868, the headquarters have moved from 
Sacramento to San Francisco to Los Angeles to Newport Beach.  
Business model 
Pacific Life has a mutual, policyholder-owned structure, which offers some benefits that 
stockholder companies do not have. While it files financial statements with stock companies, it 
does not have to focus as much on short-term gains. Instead, it can make decisions for the long-
term, creating lasting change to generate sustainable income for years to come. The lack of 
pressure from shareholders can also make for a more friendly, welcoming work environment and 
culture. That culture means employees are incentivized to do the right thing and do what is best 
for all stakeholders: customers, employees, creditors, and society. From 2018-2021, Pacific Life 
has been named one of the World’s Most Ethical Companies by the Ethisphere Institute (Page, 
2021). Beyond its mutual structure, Pacific Life makes money just like any other life insurance 
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company. Put simply, it receives premiums from policyholders (revenue) and pays out benefits 
(expenses) when a policyholder dies, or another contractual event happens that necessitates a 
benefit payment. The company’s profit comes from receiving more premiums than it pays out in 
death benefits and earning investment returns on those premiums. It is important for the actuaries 
who price the product to be able to estimate paid claims, investment returns, and other factors so 
that the company can stay profitable. 
External analysis 
Pacific Life needs to keep in mind the broad environment in which it competes. That 
involves looking at Porter’s Five Forces, which showcases the major factors influencing the 
insurance industry. Also, a PESTEL analysis will bring awareness to current macro trends in the 
insurance industry. 
Porter’s Five Forces 
Insurance has been around for a while and there are many challenges for companies 
competing in the space. We will dive into the factors that influence the 
attractiveness/unattractiveness for life insurance companies. 
Competitive Rivalry (High) 
There are several insurance companies that are relatively equal in terms of market share 
and products offered. The largest life insurer, Northwestern Mutual, only carries 10.3% of the 
market in terms of written premiums as of 2019 (Marquand, 2021). Compared to other 
industries, that is quite low. The other major life competitors for Pacific Life are New York Life 
with 7% market share, MassMutual with 6.4% market share, and a host of other companies with 
1 to 5% market share. Life insurance is a low growth industry so the only way to increase size is 
to steal business from other competitors through better products, marketing, or other competitive 
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advantages. In 2018, 773 U.S. life insurers were in business, which is down from 2,195 in 1990 
(Statista, 2020).The industry is declining, likely due to intense competitive rivalry and other 
negative factors. 
Bargaining Power of Buyers (Medium) 
Some life insurance companies, including Pacific Life, sell to two different types of 
buyers: individuals and businesses. The bargaining power for individual policyholders is 
relatively small since there are a large number necessary for insurance to be economically viable 
by spreading out risk. Each individual policyholder only makes up a miniscule percentage of the 
total buyer pool. On the other hand, corporations and small businesses purchase policies on 
groups of their own employees. They can take their large potential coverage and shop around for 
the best rate from a handful of insurance companies. One business that Pacific Life is in, Pension 
Risk Transfer, has a formal bidding process whereby the plan sponsor (customer) can ask for 
bids or quotes and choose based on a combination of the reputation of the company and price 
(Legal & General Retirement America, n.d.). In summary, the bargaining power of the buyer 
varies significantly by product. 
Bargain Power of Suppliers (High) 
It might be odd to view insurance companies as having suppliers, but in a way they do. 
Insurance companies depend on suppliers of software, consulting firms, and their own human 
capital. The software companies are paid regularly to keep their software up to date with the 
needs of their clients and provide maintenance and other support. Consulting firms have access 
to high-level, big picture information from their many clients and can provide essential 
information to help an insurance company in pricing, analyzing risks, and predicting competitive 
behavior. Most importantly, the better the human capital in a company the better the insurance 
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product. Companies mainly stand-out through innovation or customer service, which come 
delivered by employees. Some important positions at an insurance company (not inclusive) are 
actuary, data scientist, manager, insurance salesman, marketing specialist. All these jobs require 
special tacit knowledge, and the company has an important job in hiring, retaining, and 
motivating its people. The supplier groups have specialized talent that is hard to replace and give 
them high bargaining power. 
Threat of Substitutes (Low) 
Individual life insurance products have one substitute: self-insurance, which is where the 
policyholder has enough assets to support his/her family upon death. However, given how much 
capital this requires it may not be feasible for most people, especially early in one’s life. In 2019, 
the median household savings in the U.S. was $65,000 in retirement accounts and $5,300 in 
banks (Kiczalis, 2020). Given that life insurance policies usually have a death benefit above 
$250,000, it is safe to say that most people are not able to self-insure. Businesses do not have to 
offer employees life insurance and have other options when it comes to benefits. However, life 
insurance was “essential in [the] work” of 6 out of 10 employees, according to a 2017 LIMRA 
survey (Leon, 2019). The market for substitutes is not large enough to be of concern to life 
insurance companies. 
Threat of New Entrants (Low) 
Insurance companies are not easy to start. There are significant insurance regulations that 
are hard to follow for smaller companies. Larger companies have an advantage in that they have 
an easier time keeping up with the laws due to having more employees, some of which can be 
specialized in keeping track of statutory changes. Along with needing a good number of 
employees, insurance companies need a large amount of capital for expenses such as building 
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costs, salaries, software licenses, consulting fees, or website maintenance. Startup insurers must 
pay licensing fees through the NAIC to sell variable life insurance and/or a license through FIRA 
to sell annuities (White, 2019). Insurers also need a license in every state they want to do 
business, which can be a major expense (Sykes, 2019). Lastly, legacy insurance companies have 
distribution ties through years of business that are hard to form. Insurers can sell directly to the 
consumer (usually through their website) or indirectly through “insurance brokers, reinsurance 
brokers, financial organizations, financial advisors, managing general agents, …” and other 
parties (Winsurtech, 2020). There are significant barriers to entry for new insurance companies, 
suggesting a low threat of new entrants. 
PESTEL Analysis  
Pacific Life needs to understand the whole life insurance industry to make smart strategic 
decisions. There are five factors that can provide a good framework from which to analyze the 
environment: political/legal, economic, social cultural/demographic, technological, and 
environmental. 
Political / Legal 
Life insurance is a heavily regulated industry. Not only do companies need to comply 
with federal laws in their home country, but they are also further regulated by the state. If a 
company wants to sell a policy in every state, it needs to follow the rules of every state, which is 
not as standardized as one would think. As an example, most companies who sell policies in 
New York also have a separate entity that just sells policies in New York because of the different 
regulations. The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) aims to get state 
regulators to agree more and has a mission to help them meet their “regulatory goals in a 
responsive, efficient and cost-effective manner…” (“About the NAIC”, n.d.).  
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At the federal level, life insurance companies need to follow a host of financial, 
reserving, data privacy, and labor laws. Most notably, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act affected all financial companies by extending the amount of oversight 
and regulations in the interest of the consumer (Hayes, 2021). Particularly, Dodd-Frank 
enhanced regulation on some of the investments or financial derivatives that insurance 
companies were purchasing, such as credit default swaps. Regulations can make it harder for 
companies to focus their employees’ attention on improving their insurance products. 
Economic 
There are many economic factors affecting life insurance companies. For instance, the 
persistent low interest rates have significantly reduced return on investments. Insurance 
companies invest mostly in bonds, mortgage loans, and other relatively stable investments 
because they need a consistent, somewhat predictable cash flow to pay out benefits. The 
COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in the Federal Reserve lowering interest rates to near zero 
through monetary policy to restore economic conditions (Cheng et al., 2021). When the Federal 
Reserve lowers interest rates on government bonds, corporations lower their rates on their bonds, 
which negatively impacts the returns that insurance companies make. Another result of the 
pandemic is the impact on the number of claims paid. The increased risk of death or another 
underlying health condition could end up costing the insurance companies more than they 
originally priced into their products (Thompson, 2021). No one could predict COVID-19, 
including the actuaries at the insurance company. 
Social culture / Demographic 
The population in the United States is aging and this will affect the prices that life 
insurance companies charge. From 2000 to 2018, the share of the U.S. population above 65 went 
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from 12.4% to 16.0% (U.S. Census Bureau, 2020). This is due to the baby boomer generation, 
who will make up 52 million people, most of which will fall within Pacific Life’s target market. 
People who are older have an increased risk of death meaning insurance companies expect to pay 
out more death benefits for their policyholders. To make money, life insurance companies will 
need to increase the prices on their products and/or increase their investment returns through 
riskier investments. Another demographic change of concern for insurers are people’s decreasing 
attention spans. To get a policy, consumers need to fill out an application that includes 
information like age, health status, income, and lifestyle choices. In the past, these applications 
have been lengthy and have included approval from a health professional in some cases. 
Consumers, especially young ones, want a quicker process when purchasing life insurance or 
they may take their business elsewhere.  
Technological 
There have been a lot of innovative companies coming into the industry in recent years. 
InsurTech and FinTech companies have sold policies starkly different from traditional insurers 
by leveraging technology in ways older companies cannot do because of their size. Some new 
InsurTech companies like Haven Life or Ladder use new technologies like open-source code or 
AI to make the customer experience easier (Betz, 2021). Policygenius and other online financial 
sources have allowed consumers to compare life insurance products more easily and make more 
informed decisions than ever before. Instead of relying on investment professionals, customers 
can now conveniently compare life insurance in terms of price, reputation of the insurer, and 
coverage differences. That leads companies to try to lower their prices significantly or offer 
benefits in a unique way to stand out.  
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Every insurance company needs data and lots of it. Actuaries and data scientists need to 
understand the customer so they can tailor a better product and make money. This has led to 
companies needing to invest heavily in Big Data and data analytics. Today, insurers combine 
their internal data with external data provided from trusted sources, such as consulting firms or 
government (Henry, 2020).This increase in data and better application of that data can drastically 
improve the insurance solution from a few general products to more niche products to better fit 
the consumer’s needs. However, with all that data, including sensitive information like 
customers’ credit card numbers, banking information, and social security numbers, indicate data 
security is a significant consideration for insurers. Companies need to invest heavily in 
protecting their centralized servers from hacks and training their employees to manage data 
responsibly and ethically. 
Environmental 
As mentioned earlier, COVID-19 has affected the life insurance industry, like all other 
industries. The pandemic has increased mortality risk, lapse risk (policyholders surrendering 
their policies), and life insurance sales. The average life expectancy in the U.S. dropped one full 
year in 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic (Thompson, 2021).  Due to the economic 
uncertainty posed by the coronavirus, policyholders are more likely to cancel their policies so 
they can hold on to their premium payments or receive the cash value in their policy. Sales could 
potentially increase because people are more concerned about their post-death plans or sales 
could decrease because people have less money to spend on premiums. The effects of the 




After gaining a holistic understanding of the insurance industry, we dive in to understand 
how Pacific Life can compete in that industry. There are several strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats for the company, giving a snapshot of its current competitive position.  
SWOT Analysis 
Strengths  
Pacific Life has several competitive advantages that could be sustainable for years to 
come. A high volume of business has led to good financial ratings, which signifies that 
policyholders can trust the company to meet its guarantees. A.M. Best rated Pacific Life A+ 
(Superior) and all other ratings are either good or very strong (2020 Financial Summary, n.d.). 
Pacific Life has above average customer service ratings from JD Power for life insurance 
products, which is the bulk of its business (Effler, 2020). Customer service is a high policyholder 
concern for insurance and can affect the brand of the company. Customers have lots of questions 
and issues relating to their complex policies, and Pacific Life has a reputation for being highly 
responsive. Pacific Life also has a low number of complaints to state insurance regulators from 
the NAIC, providing more evidence that Pacific Life can effectively manage concerns that the 
consumer may have (Rose, 2021).  
Price is also an important factor when it comes to generating sales, especially in today’s 
online environment. Policygenius, a company providing convenient insurance price comparisons 
for consumers, claims Pacific Life has “competitive rates at every age,” which is a promising 
sign for Pacific Life (Torres & Pan, 2020). Another significant advantage for Pacific Life is its 
large brand awareness in the U.S. The company has done a commendable job in establishing its 
brand, with different forms of advertisements that spread that brand throughout. Most notably, 
the college football commercials showcase the whale jumping through the water, resembling 
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power and strength, and sticking in the minds of potential customers. Pacific Life also sponsored 
the Holiday Bowl in San Diego from 2002 to 2009, furthering the company’s brand awareness 
(Pacific Life, n.d.-c). With that brand, it built an easy-to-use website for people of all 
generations. Customers can see a host of different products that the company sells and compare 
characteristics between them. Pacific Life also offers insightful information for people to learn 
more about retirement and other financial planning goals (Pacific Life, n.d.-d).  
Weakness 
Competition in the insurance industry is high. Pacific Life needs to identify and lessen 
the impact of its current weaknesses.  Pacific Life only sells life insurance and annuity policies in 
the United States and has no international diversification. It also does not sell insurance in New 
York, which houses one of the largest groups of potential policyholders in the United States 
(Rose, 2021). If Pacific Life were able to expand into New York and/or abroad, it would 
significantly increase its customer base.  
On the customer service side, Pacific Life is highly rated, but not the leader. Now, more 
than ever, customers want an easy way to access price information relating to insurance policies. 
Pacific Life has a great website with a vast array of useful information, just not price information 
on its products (Rose, 2021). Also, applying for policies through Pacific Life is not as easy as it 
could be. While some companies have quick applications, the lack of an accelerated 
underwriting process means customers must fill out more intrusive forms and wait longer for 
approval (Torres & Pan, 2020). Policygenius rates Pacific Life’s application process as 7/10 
while some of its competitors are closer to 10/10 (Torres & Pan, 2020). Pacific Life has a below 
average customer service rating in annuity products due to few online quotes, if any, and a slow 
underwriting process (Effler, 2020). Like all traditional insurance companies, Pacific Life is a 
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slow-moving company due to obligations to policyholders. Innovation is a key priority but 
getting all the pieces aligned for new creations can be an arduous task, likely presenting 




Pacific Life has a strong brand recognition which can help gain future business. 
Customers who are less concerned with heavy research and just want to find a brand they can 
trust may be more likely to choose Pacific Life over others. This could pave the way for higher 
sales in the future if Pacific Life can sustain its brand and continue its marketing efforts.  
Another opportunity can be found in Pacific Life expanding to the Pension Risk Transfer 
market. Large businesses pay a cost upfront to offload some of their pensions to the insurance 
company. Defined benefit pension plans have cost employers more than originally anticipated. 
Many employers have had these policies for many years and are anxious to no longer pay out 
benefits to their employees or former employees. Instead, they would rather just get it off their 
books and give it to a company who is used to managing the risks associated with retirement or 
mortality. While the bidding process is competitive, the Pension Risk Transfer industry is 
growing as companies are realizing their pensions are more expensive today as the baby boom 
generation retires. In 2019, LIMRA reported the market’s size at almost $28 billion, which is 
$1.4 billion more than the prior year (Woleben, 2020). Pacific Life is a small player with only 
$105.6 million of that amount but is relatively new, showing signs of being able to capture more 




COVID-19 has affected nearly every company and Pacific Life is not immune to the 
effects of the pandemic. As discussed earlier, the low interest rate environment, made worse by 
the Federal Reserve’s interest rate decision in response to the pandemic, makes earning a profit 
much harder. There are also second and third order effects that the pandemic could lead to like 
economic hardship and uncertainty. People who are strapped for money do not think about 
spending money on insurance, which will lower the number of new sales and policy renewals. 
Even as vaccines are rolled out, the economic effects will likely continue and leave insurance 
companies like Pacific Life concerned for their business. Data breaches were a concern before 
the pandemic, but with many employees still working remotely, protecting sensitive policyholder 
and company confidential information is harder and an important concern presently. 
Pacific Life is an innovative company, but there are other players in the insurance 
industry who try to innovate as well. New unique products can generate sales for several years, 
but they are quickly replaced by newer creations. Even before that happens, companies can 
easily copy the product, changing a few details, and then putting their name and brand with it. 
Pacific Life has had companies copy its special IUL features already and may have similar 
copycats in the future on some of its other products. This issue is also compounded by the fact 
that Pacific Life’s highest selling life insurance product is Indexed Universal Life, which makes 
up more than half of total sales. This low product differentiation could end up hurting the 
company unless it can create something new in another market. InsurTech firms can move 
quicker than Pacific Life and there is risk that new firms could beat Pacific Life to the punch. 
Specifically, there are newer technologies that would be harder for traditional firms to implement 





Pacific Life pursues a differentiation strategy. With its unique brand and innovative 
products, the company can get away with charging customers slightly higher prices. Pacific 
Life’s prices are competitive, but not too excessive due to the competitive nature of insurance 
sales. From a marketing perspective, it wants to be seen as a company that people can trust for 
many years. From its high ethical standards, financial strength, excellent customer service team, 
and online educational resources, Pacific Life desires to be seen as a company where someone 
can safely store their money. With the main priority being protecting current policyholders, 
Pacific Life also desires future growth and success through being forward-thinking and creative. 
A major strategic initiative plan, called Horizon 2025, emphasizes its future-orientation through 
encouraging employees along 5 major areas, called the 5 D’s (digital, data-driven, develop 
yourselves, demonstrate agility, and drive to be the best). The company aims to be around for 
another 150 years and realizes that innovation is a big part of making that happen. 
Strategy Recommendation & Implementation 
There are several improvements that Pacific Life could make to its strategy that would 
encourage future growth. The company does a good job of analyzing and understanding major 
risks to its business such as data breaches or excessive mortality. However, there are many more 
risks to consider. One such risk is that the U.S. government continues to have a low return on 
treasury bonds, which would significantly limit the returns insurance companies could offer. A 
way to combat that could be starting to get involved in riskier asset classes, such as stocks or 
other high-yielding assets. There are many intelligent traders and risk professionals at Pacific 
Life that could find a way to add risky assets to the portfolio in a reasonable way. Typically, with 
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higher risk comes higher returns. Adding higher yielding assets could allow Pacific Life to offer 
higher crediting rates and/or lower premiums for the policyholder. 
Pacific Life could also attract a younger customer base. With younger policyholders, it 
could lower the overall mortality risk of the total base of policyholders and extend the 
investment horizon on its portfolios. A lower mortality risk would inevitably mean lower 
premiums for all policyholders and a longer investment horizon would allow Pacific Life more 
capability to invest in longer-term investments, increasing returns. Also, getting the attention of 
policyholders at a young age would ensure that when they get older and are more likely to utilize 
more of Pacific Life’s products, they will be more likely to choose Pacific Life again. A 
customer that sees Pacific Life deliver its promises for several years will have a much higher 
level of trust than another unknown insurance company.  
Pacific Life will need to invest a significant number of resources to gain the benefits of 
these recommendations. To attract a younger customer base, the company will need to make the 
policy buying experience more seamless. A customer should be able to view product information 
on Pacific Life’s website, contact customer service quickly for answering questions, and apply 
with a few clicks. Younger generations will want a quick experience like shopping online. 
Another proposal would be to create an app that gets the attention of more mobile-friendly 
consumers. Several car insurance companies created an app that rewarded policyholders for safe 
driving habits. Pacific Life could lead the life/health insurance industry by creating an app that 
rewarded policyholders for healthy habits like exercise and good sleep. Several wearable devices 
like Fitbit and Apple Watch have this information readily available, which could make obtaining 
this information easy. Customers that have healthy habits would be more incentivized to get life 
insurance with Pacific Life, which would further lower the mortality risk. Consumers would also 
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be more aware of Pacific Life’s products in the app and would readily associate the company 
with innovation. 
Conclusion 
Since 1868, Pacific Life has been serving its policyholders and delivering on its 
promises. It has survived despite incredible local, national, and international hardships. Like the 
humpback whale, it is resilient and is unchanged by all the unnecessary distractions. To make it 
another 150 years, it will need to prepare for the future events so that no individual person must. 
Pacific Life has made it through the Great Depression, two world wars, and two pandemics. 
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